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OPENING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF PACIFIC PARK 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED 

May it please the Panel: 

INTRODUCTION 

1 Pacific Park Investments Limited (Pacific Park) is submitter number 
3459 on Stage 3 of the proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP).  
Pacific Park submitted on Chapter 13 provisions which now largely 
form part of Chapters 6.   

2 One Objective, however, remains within the Chapter 13 provisions.  
In relation to that Objective, Pacific Park’s submission sought the 
amendment of Objective 13.1.1 from the notified version to read: 

a. Retail and commercial activity is a primary function underpinning 
the vitality and viability of the Central City by: 

iv.  providing for encouraging entertainment and hospitality 
activity, including late-night sale of alcohol, in identified 
precincts and managing limiting the extent to which these 
activities can occur outside of identified precincts. 

3 There is no dispute over the addition of the word “encouragement”. 

4 It should be noted however that Pacific Park did not oppose the 
rules in Chapter 6, which largely mirror the rules inserted into the 
Operative Plan by the Central City Recovery Plan, setting out the 
thresholds which trigger the need to obtain a resource consent for 
late night bars.  The thresholds are set differently in different parts 
of the entertainment precinct. 

5 Pacific Park has also accepted at mediation that ‘managing’ rather 
than ‘limiting’ the extent to which entertainment and hospitality 
activities can occur outside of identified precincts is appropriate.   

6 Pacific Park now seeks only: 

6.1 that express reference is made to activities which involve the 
late-night sale of alcohol occurring within identified precincts; 
and 

6.2 that if the Panel thinks clarity is needed a definition of ‘late-
night sale of alcohol’ is included.  The phrase is used 
elsewhere in the Plan although not in Chapter 6 Rules. 

7 In support of its submission, Pacific Park is calling evidence from: 
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7.1 Maxwell Bremner.  Mr Bremner is a director and 
shareholder of Pacific Park, and owns a number of properties 
(including licensed premises) within and outside of the 
Central City.  Mr Bremner’s evidence outlines that he has 
already made a number of investment decisions based on the 
Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (CCRP), the benefits of a 
precinct approach, and his desire to achieve investment 
certainty via the objective. 

7.2 Michael Copeland.  Mr Copeland’s evidence considers the 
economic benefits of the relief sought, including rebuilding 
the visitor economy, utilising existing assets, increased 
competition and a reduction in reverse sensitivity effects. 

7.3 Matthew Bonis.  Mr Bonis’ evidence outlines the planning 
benefits of the relief sought, including expediting recovery, 
recognising and facilitating existing entertainment and 
hospitality resources, and the symbiotic relationship that 
entertainment and hospitality activities have with retail and 
commercial activities.   

CCC POSITION 

8 Following mediation, the red line version of Chapter 13 attached to 
the evidence of Mark Stevenson dated 16 December 2015 
accepted the relief sought by Pacific Park on the wording of the 
objective, and read: 

a. A range of commercial, community, cultural, residential and 
guest accommodation activities are supported in the Central City 
to enhance its viability, vitality and the efficiency of resources, 
while encouraging activities in specific areas by 

iv.  Encouraging entertainment and hospitality activity (including 
late-night sale of alcohol) in defined precincts and managing the 
extent to which these activities occur outside the precincts. 

9 Reliant on agreement reached at mediation (which included the 
Crown) Pacific Park’s evidence supported Mr Stevenson.  Had 
Pacific Park known that CCC would resile from its position via 
rebuttal and the Crown would file rebuttal on topics not in its 
original evidence Pacific Park’s evidence would have been different.  
A serious question of fairness arises. 

10 In rebuttal evidence dated 26 January 2016 Mr Stevenson 
recommended that the words ‘late-night’ be removed.1  That change 
completely undermines the relief sought which was for the purposes 

                                            
1  At 12.8. 
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of obtaining investment certainty as to location of late night 
hospitality not the sale of alcohol per se.  The removal of the words 
reverses the whole purpose of seeking clarity in the first place. 

11 In justifying his recommendation, Mr Stevenson referred to:2 

11.1 CCC’s Provisional Local Alcohol Policy (LAP), which for one 
part of the entertainment precinct centred in Victoria Street if 
adopted would introduce maximum hours of 1.00am which 
are more restrictive than the default maximum hours; 

11.2 rules in the pRDP which make the sale of alcohol a permitted 
activity until 11.00pm or 1.00am depending on which part of 
the precinct is involved (which are not rules opposed by 
Pacific Park) and thereafter triggering a resource consent; 
and 

11.3 the Objective being interpreted as encouragement for alcohol 
to be sold until 4.00am. 

12 The Crown and Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB) have also 
opposed parts of the relief sought by Pacific Park.  The grounds for 
that opposition are, in general, that the relief: 

12.1 is inconsistent with the CCRP; 

12.2 may create conflict with the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 
2012 (SSAA);  

12.3 is inconsistent with CCC’s provisional LAP;  and 

12.4 encourages the consumption of alcohol. 

13 CCC and the Crown now ask that Pacific Park’s relief be deferred to 
Chapter 6 General Rules.  Pacific Park opposes that because its 
submission is about business investment certainty in the CBD and 
the Objective is the appropriate place for that to be dealt with.  It is 
not about rules concerning trading hours in specific parts of the 
precinct or about the sale of liquor.   

14 The remainder of these legal submissions address the legal issues 
raised.   

THE CENTRAL CITY RECOVERY PLAN 

15 Andrew Willis for the Crown considers the relief sought by Pacific 
Park to be inconsistent with the CCRP, because it seeks to identify 

                                            
2  At 12.5 and 12.7. 
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at a policy level that entertainment and hospitality precincts are 
uniformly suitable for the sale of alcohol until 4.00am.3 

16 That was not the intention of the submission but that impression 
may arise from Pacific Park’s suggestion that the definition of late 
night be “until 4.00am” as per the SSAA.  Pacific Park considers this 
concern could be dealt with by the definition being “up to 4.00am” 
or “to a maximum of 4.00am” to make it clear that sale of alcohol to 
a time less than 4.00am would also be consistent with the objective, 
i.e. that 4.00am is the top of a range and not a uniform default. 

17 The CCRP established identified entertainment precincts and one of 
the express purposes of it was to give the hospitality industry 
certainty in the post-earthquake environment. 

18 The CCRP provides for three different Central City Noise Standards:4 

18.1 Category 1 Higher Noise Level Entertainment and Hospitality 
Precincts; 

18.2 Category 2 Lower Noise Level Entertainment and Hospitality 
Precincts; and 

18.3 Category 3 Remainder of Central City, i.e. not in a precinct.   

19 The noise standards provide different ‘change over’ times from day 
to night levels for the precincts which trigger the need to obtain 
resource consents.  Category 1 changes at 3.00am, Category 2 
(excluding Victoria Street) at 1.00am, and Victoria Street at 
11.00pm.  As indicated by the names, the Category 1 precinct 
permits higher noise levels than precinct 2 but precinct 2 is still 
within the overall Entertainment and Hospitality Precinct.5  

20 Nothing is said in the document about maximum trading hours, 
simply the thresholds for obtaining a consent are triggered at 
different times. 

21 As noted the standards are not opposed by Pacific Park.  They are in 
the Operative Plan and simply signal that a resource consent 
application is triggered at a lower threshold in Oxford Terrace and 
Victoria Street than in precinct 1.  That provides certainty to 
investors but does not carry with it any implication that it is not 
expected that hospitality within precinct 2 will not trade after 
11.00pm.  Trading after 11.00pm is not a non-complying or 
prohibited activity. 

                                            
3  Rebuttal evidence at 4.1. 
4  CCRP Noise and Entertainment Provisions Addendum, Table 2. 
5  CCRP Noise and Entertainment Provisions Addendum, Table 2. 
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22 Mr Willis relies on draft versions of the CCRP to explain the 
‘intended differences’ and different change over times between the 
Category 1 and 2 precincts,6 and outlines that Category 2 precincts 
are anticipated to contain a ”concentration of cafes, restaurants and 
takeaway food services” as opposed to the expectation that bars, 
taverns and nightclubs will be located in Category 1 precincts. 

23 This particular piece of Mr Willis’ rebuttal was of significant concern 
to Pacific Park because those words do not appear in the gazetted 
version of the CCRP and were expressly removed by the Minister 
after receiving submissions including from the hospitality industry.  
It is noteworthy that the appropriateness of Mr Willis’ reliance on a 
draft version of the CCRP was not mentioned in the legal 
submissions for the Crown. 

24 As Mr Willis correctly notes, however, that: 

24.1 the CCRP itself does not make such distinctions7 (which is 
exactly the point I am making!);  and 

24.2 the CCRP does not specify hours of operation for businesses 
or for the sale of alcohol within the precincts.8 

25 It is clear that the pRDP is required to be “not inconsistent with” the 
CCRP.9 The law on ‘inconsistency’ is helpfully outlined in both the 
CCC’s and the Crown’s opening legal submissions,10 with a useful 
test being to ask: 

25.1 Are the provisions of the pRDP compatible with the provisions 
of the recovery plan? 

25.2 Do the provisions alter the essential nature or character of 
what the recovery plan allows or provides for? 

26 It is noticeable that counsel for the Crown and CCC did not assert 
that the relief sought by Pacific Park is inconsistent with the CCRP 
despite their planning witnesses (and in particularly Mr Willis) 
expressly doing so. 

27 Pacific Park submits: 

                                            
6  Rebuttal evidence at 6.8-6.10. 
7  Rebuttal evidence at 6.8. 
8  Rebuttal evidence at 6.17. 
9  Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011, s23.   
10  Section 4.   
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27.1 the content of the CCC’s draft versions of the CCRP should 
not be used to read meaning into the CCRP, especially where 
the words were deleted by the Minister; 

27.2 it is not ‘inconsistent’ for the pRDP to include provisions on 
material that the CCRP is silent on.  The CCRP deals with 
noise limits and standards on those precincts.  The 
geographic extent of those precincts has been carried through 
to the pRDP, and are used in provisions on the Sale of Alcohol 
as a guide to where entertainment and hospitality activities 
should establish; 

27.3 the provisions in the pRDP (with amendments sought by 
Pacific Park) simply expand on and strengthen the CCRP’s 
vision for the entertainment and hospitality precincts. 

28 Pacific Park notes with some concern that Mr Stevenson’s U-turn 
followed a discussion with Mr Willis who did not attend mediation 
and who did not lodge evidence in chief on Pacific Park’s submission. 

29 Mr Stevenson said: 

“MS APPLEYARD:  Between mediation and now have you had any 
discussions with Mr Willis? 

MR STEVENSON:  I was contacted by Mr Willis, I received a 
telephone call from memory, it was after evidence-in-chief was filed. 

MS APPLEYARD:  Yes, in the period of time between evidence-in-
chief, rebuttal and in particular in the period of time where you 
changed your position, is that correct? 

MR STEVENSON:  Yes, but it was through my own interpretation and 
reflection, as well as reviewing Mr Bonis’ evidence, it was not an 
influence of Mr Willis. 

MS APPLEYARD: Well can you tell me what you discussed with Mr 
Willis?  There was no evidence from him on the issue. 

MR STEVENSON:  No, but he discussed with me his 
interpretation and the risks of the wording that I had 
recommended in evidence-in-chief. 

MS APPLEYARD:  Yes, and you are telling this Panel that did not 
influence your change of heart? 

MR STEVENSON:  It informed my thinking but I had 
recognised the issues that I outlined earlier before that 
telephone conversation. 
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MS APPLEYARD:  Why did you not state in your rebuttal evidence 
that you had discussions with representatives of the Crown which 
have influenced your view? 

MR STEVENSON:  It informed my position, but it did not 
influence my position necessarily.” 

30 Of the same discussion Mr Willis said: 

“MS APPLEYARD:  Now we have heard from Mr Stevenson about a 
meeting between you and him, after mediation, and after his 
evidence had been lodged.  He said we should talk to you about what 
that discussion entailed, can you provide a short form answer? 

MR WILLIS:  We had a phone call, and as I have done 
frequently through the hearings processes, and have been 
encouraged to do so, I thought there was value in just trying 
to work out what some of the issues might be going forward, 
and whether any of those are resolvable prior to the hearing.  
So I did ring him up to talk about what are the ins and outs 
and merits of the issue and what the views of the parties 
were. 

MS APPLEYARD:  So you have obviously seen his evidence at that 
stage, did you know that agreement had been reached at mediation 
when you had that discussion? 

MR WILLIS:  I had not read the mediation record at that point. 

MS APPLEYARD:  But you had read his evidence, which included a 
red line version of the outcomes of mediation. 

MR WILLIS:  I have read his evidence, yes.” 

31 There is a problem with that statement as there was nothing that 
needed “resolving” when Mr Willis rang Mr Stevenson as the 
matter had been agreed at mediation.  The clear implication is that 
one individual in CERA was seeking to influence a view reached at 
mediation. 

32 Moreover the details of what Mr Willis “merits of the issue” is not 
clear but if the discussion proceeded on the basis of references to 
draft versions of the CCRP and the statement in Mr Willis’ evidence 
that late night bars are not anticipated in precinct 2 (the former 
Strip and Victoria Street) that is a concern to the extent it has 
“informed” Mr Stevenson’s views.  It is submitted that if it has 
informed Mr Stevenson’s views he has been informed incorrectly. 
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33 For that reason Mr Stevenson was cross-examined about the 
ability to use drafts of legislation for the purposes of interpretation 
and appeared to have the same flawed logic as Mr Willis.  He said: 

“MS APPLEYARD:  In your view – this is a general question – In your 
view is it appropriate as a planner to refer to draft plans in the form 
they were in before they went to the Minister, and before they were 
gazetted by him? 

MR STEVENSON:  As context, and to understand the reasons  for an 
approach, yes. 

MS APPLEYARD:  So taking that to the next level would it therefore 
be appropriate for the Council notified version of the Strategic 
Directions Chapter to be referred to as an interpretation guide to the 
Panel’s decision? Once a document becomes legislation it is not 
appropriate to refer to drafts is it, particularly pre-submission drafts? 

MR STEVENSON:  I think the draft is still relevant to consider to 
understand the evolution and how certain provisions have developed 
and evolved into what they are. 

MS APPLEYARD:  Sure, but not as in interpretation tool or to fill gaps, 
you would accept that? 

MR STEVENSON:  I would disagree, I would suggest that where there 
is gaps and clarity is sought that there is a need to consider how a 
provision has come about.” 

34 Moreover Mr Willis’ evidence that Pacific Park’s relief is inconsistent 
with the CCRP is completely at odds with the series of decisions that 
have been made by CCC post-earthquake to grant resource 
consents to bars in Victoria Street with conditions allowing the late 
night sale of alcohol to 3.00am or 4.00am.   

35 The decision makers in relation to those consents were under the 
same statutory constraint as this Panel not to make a decision which 
is inconsistent with the CCRP.  They could not have granted 
consents to bars in Victoria Street to trade until 3.00am and 4.00am 
if the positon regarding inconsistency with the CCRP is as Mr Willis 
asserts. 

36 Mr Bremner will produce a copy of the consent relating to The Bog 
granting consent to allow the sale of alcohol to 3.00am which 
explicitly considers the CCRP.  All other post CCRP decisions, 
including the consent granted to operate Calendar Girls brothel and 
adult entertainment until 4.00am and the Carlton also had to pass 
the hurdle of not being inconsistent with the CCRP. 
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37 On that basis, the answers to the questions at paragraph 25 above 
must be: 

37.1 yes, the provisions with amendments sought by Pacific Park 
are consistent with the CCRP; and 

37.2 no, the provisions with amendments sought by Pacific Park 
strengthen what the CCRP provides for.   

38 Pacific Park accordingly submits that its relief is consistent with the 
only version of the CCRP that is relevant, namely the Minister’s 
gazetted version.   

SSAA 

39 Mr Willis also considers that granting Pacific Park’s relief may 
create conflict and uncertainty as between the pRDP and the SSAA, 
given licensing hours are determined under the SSAA.11   Mr Willis 
and Mr Stevenson have not had any experience with the SSAA 
legislation but had no hesitation about wading into flawed legal 
interpretation about the SSAA Act without support from their own 
legal counsel through their legal submissions. 

40 The CDHB witness, Mr Dodd, did not have practical experience with 
the SSAA either despite his statements that decision makers could 
be exposed to legal challenges but counsel did present also legal 
submissions for CDHB and those are responded to here. 

41 Pacific Park submits that the assertion that the relief would conflict 
with the SSAA is fundamentally flawed both legally, and practically: 

41.1 it is clear that the purposes of the SSAA and the legislation 
under which the pRDP (and other District Plans more 
generally) are dealt with have very different purposes;12 

41.2 as it is, the SSAA includes both a liquor licensing process and 
statutory maximum hours;13  

41.3 the SSAA is also clear that trading hours more restrictive than 
the statutory maximum hours can be imposed through LAPs 

                                            
11  Rebuttal evidence at 4.2. 
12  The SSAA is focussed on the consumption of alcohol being undertaken safely and 
responsibly, and minimising the harm caused by the excessive or inappropriate 
consumption of alcohol: s4.  The purposes outlined in section 3 of the Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Act relate to earthquake recovery. 
13  SSAA s43.   
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and individual licences and of the licences in Victoria Street 
only one, Cruz, has a liquor licence to trade to 4.00am;14 and 

41.4 the SSAA itself clearly contemplates that District Plans will 
have Objectives and Policies which are relevant to their 
decision making.  This is made clear by section 78, which 
states that these are to be had regard to by a territorial 
authority when producing a (draft) LAP.   

42 Pacific Park simply wants to see those statutory maximum hours 
included in the pRDP to provide certainty as to the purpose of 
entertainment and hospitality precincts.  It is happy for the 
definition to be clear that 4.00am is a maximum, i.e. the top end of 
a range and not a uniform number to be applied in every case. 

43 It does not flow from the inclusion of the definition of ‘late-night sale 
of alcohol’ sought by Pacific Park that applicants for resource 
consents can expect a liquor license to be granted until 4.00am as 
the purposes of the two Acts and the matters to be taken into 
account when making decisions are entirely different.   

44 As a recent practical example the resource consent for Calendar 
Girls allows the sale of alcohol to 4.00am.  Subsequently the District 
Licensing Authority granted a liquor licence until only 3.00am.  The 
argument that the District Licensing Authority or the decision maker 
is bound to make a decision the same as the first in time decision by 
CCC under the RMA or vice versa is fanciful and fundamentally 
flawed.   

45 In other contexts too different responses on the same matter can 
occur via different statutes with different purposes.  Restrictions on 
buildings for safety reasons under the Building Act may be more or 
less restrictive than decisions on the same building under the RMA 
dealing with urban density or amenity.  Even within the RMA 
restrictions imposed by either CCC or ECan can be more or less 
restrictive than the other. 

LOCAL ALCOHOL POLICY 

46 The evidence of Mark Stevenson (CCC), Andrew Willis (Crown), 
and Stuart Dodd (Crown) refers to Pacific Park’s relief being in 
conflict with CCC’s LAP, and therefore that the relief should not be 
granted.15  

47 That is wrong because the LAP is simply a statement of CCC’s policy 
position and has no current effect, or weight whatsoever: 

                                            
14  SSAA s44. 
15  See Willis at 7.3; Stevenson at 12.5; and Dodd generally.   
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47.1 section 87(6) of the SSAA states that an LAP has no effect 
until it is brought into force; 

47.2 section 87 of the SSAA is clear that an LAP is only adopted 30 
days after the dismissal of all appeals;  and 

47.3 CCC’s LAP is subject to appeal by 19 parties, the CCC has 
signalled a willingness to mediate and a hearing date for 
those appeals has not yet been set.  CCC have agreed to 
defer the matter until after decisions are made in this hearing 
about objectives and policies as section 78 of the SSAA 
makes objectives and policies (but not rules) a matter to 
have regard to;   

47.4 in the context of post-earthquake Christchurch proceeding to 
an LAP hearing which has regard to the objectives and 
policies of the Operative Plan drafted many years ago is 
hardly sensible. 

48 Moreover, very strangely, the only statement we have of CCC’s 
policy positon at this hearing is a copy of the provisional LAP itself.  
Other than saying “we have a policy” CCC has brought no evidence 
at all in this process to justify the reasoning behind its policy.  It has 
no more status therefore than any other provision in the notified 
version and here is one without any evidential foundation at this 
hearing.  It is highly significant that the notified version of the 
policies of this Plan did not mirror the LAP policy.  Perhaps that is 
because the LAP involves consideration of issues related to the sale 
of alcohol that are not RMA matters. 

49 On that basis, Pacific Park respectfully submits that it would be 
improper for the Panel to attempt to align its decision on the pRDP 
with the provisional LAP, which is not in force, and which may be 
significantly altered under appeal and which has no evidential basis 
before the Panel. 

50 Furthermore, and as outlined above, the purposes of the SSAA and 
the legislation under which the pRDP is being prepared are 
substantially different.  The pRDP should reflect the purposes of the 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act and be consistent with the 
CCRP.  The SSAA contains no such directions. 

51 Moreover the reference to “late night” and a definition which 
includes a range within which 1.00am or 3.00am would fall would 
not render the Objective inconsistent with either of the potential 
outcomes under the LAP process.  Even if the outcome of the LAP 
process were 1.00am that is still the “late night” sale of alcohol on 
any definition. 
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EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

52 Finally, Pacific Park is concerned that while CCC are happy to refer 
to a provisional policy not even in force yet they have had a 
complete lack of regard to the physical existing environment.  
Despite Mr Stevenson’s agreement that the existing environment 
should be considered when drafting Objectives,16 particularly 
Objectives which describe activities which are anticipated in a zone 
(precinct) where the zone itself is not in dispute. 

53 He outlined that in reaching his position he did not consider the 
resource consents for late night trading granted since the 
earthquakes.17  

54 Moreover Mr Osborne agreed with Mr Copeland that in making 
decisions about zoning (which the precinct is) there was a need to 
consider sunk investment. 

55 Counsel has been involved in all other Chapters of the Plan including 
Residential, Industrial and Commercial and Rural and nowhere else 
have we had a situation where in choosing where activities should 
be encouraged or discouraged to locate have Council turned a blind 
eye to both the existing investment in the area in question and the 
market realities of telling an investor to locate elsewhere, e.g. here 
precinct 1. 

56 Mr Stevenson had given no consideration to existing investment in 
Victoria Street, particularly post-earthquake investment and other 
investment such as Pacific Park’s 300 bed backpackers which 
opened only two months ago which relies on support from late night 
trading in Victoria Street. 

57 Mr Bremner has outlined his own investment in Bealey Avenue and 
Victoria Street.  Prof Manthei although unable to assist with dollar 
values of investment helpfully drew a list of late night trading 
business in Victoria Street to which need to be added the post-
earthquake Carlton rebuild and post-earthquake Calendar Girls 
investment.   

58 On the flipside Mr Willis’ statement that bars were anticipated by 
the draft CCRP to locate in precinct 1 bears no relationship to 
market reality and merely zoning an area will not have the desired 
economic benefit if it is completely at odds with market reality. 

                                            
16  Transcript 11 February p 38 lines 19-22. 
17  Transcript 11 February p 39 lines 2-3. 
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59 Precinct 1 is based on the pre-earthquake Sol Square.  Mr Bremner 
gives evidence of his view that Sol Square is not an investment 
opportunity.   

60 Precinct 2 includes the Terrace area formerly known as The Strip.  
As Mr Bremner says he has purchased land adjacent to Mr Gough’s 
development but there is considerable uncertainty that it will occur.  
Mr Willis appears to be saying that late night sales of alcohol 
should not occur there either. 

61 This case represents a huge disconnect between Council staff who 
have not considered post-earthquake investment and market 
realities and existing and future investors in late night hospitality 
who seek investment certainty. 

62 Pacific Park is just one of a number of companies that has invested 
significantly in late night entertainment and hospitality activities 
since the earthquakes.  As outlined in the evidence of Max 
Bremner, this investment was made only after much consideration 
of: 

62.1 The absence of accommodation facilities or entertainment and 
hospitality venues to support visitors; 

62.2 The loss of a social life; 

62.3 The signals given by the CCRP establishing entertainment 
precincts; and 

62.4 Entertainment and hospitality as a key factor for assisting 
with recovery. 

CONCLUSION 

63 Pacific Park submits that granting the relief sought will result 
economic and planning benefits for Christchurch, in turn assisting 
with Christchurch’s recovery.  It also recognises the substantial 
investment that has already taken place in the entertainment and 
hospitality precincts.   

Dated:  15 February 2016 

 

JM Appleyard  
Counsel for Pacific Park Investments 
Limited 

 

 


